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FIG. 3. (a) Diagrammatic representation of the “standard AMD” protocol. The true underlying potential is shown in black. Using a fixed boost energy, Eb, at
15.0 kcal/mol (dashed blue line) and an acceleration parameter, ! = 25 kcal/mol, the resulting accelerated (modified) potential is shown in red. Both acceleration
parameters are kept fixed across the entire configurational space. (b) The adaptive AMD protocol: The modified potential (red line) is defined as a function of
a specific reaction coordinate (") and positioned above the true underlying potential energy surface (black line) across the entire reaction space of interest {0
< " < 4.1}. Keeping the ! parameter fixed at 25-kcal/mol, the boost energy (dashed green line) is adapted in a history-dependent fashion to achieve the desired
acceleration potential across the reaction coordinate. When " > 4.1, the acceleration is switched off and the system evolves on the true underlying potential. (c)
Diagrammatic representation of the adaptive AMD protocol used to estimate reaction rates. The true underlying potential and the desired modified potential are
shown in black and red, respectively. In direct comparison to Fig. 3(b), the desired modified potential has been shifted such that it lies below the true underlying
potential across the entire transition state region. The adaptive boost energy (dashed green line is only applied to the system when the defined modified potential
lies above the true potential. In this way, the acceleration is switched off whenever the system approaches the transition state region and an accurate estimate of
the reaction rate can be obtained.

potential, the bias is zero. The reader is referred to Ref. 23
for more details.

B. Ad-AMD

In the standard AMD methodology, the system evolves
on a modified PES which, due to the application of the bias
potential, allows for the enhanced configurational space sam-
pling. The standard AMD protocol provides an approximate,
albeit somewhat crude representation of the true underlying
PES. However, as is demonstrated in the Results section, this
protocol does not allow one to specifically focus on a partic-
ular rare event or a chemical reaction of importance. Indeed,
in most cases, the system samples a large amount of high en-
ergy configurational space, much of which is of no particu-
lar interest. In order to obtain accurate free-energy statistics
for a particular reaction, it is necessary to observe this spe-

cific process multiple times over. One means of selectively
accelerating a particular event is Ad-AMD. In the Ad-AMD
protocol, one defines a specific reaction coordinate, ", that ac-
curately describes the particular reaction of interest, and ac-
celerates the system along the predefined reaction coordinate.
Using the approximate representation of the true PES, V("),
obtained from the standard AMD simulation, a specific de-
sired modified potential, V*("), is defined. Ideally the modi-
fied potential reflects all the characteristics of the underlying
true PES, however, an exact reproduction of all the character-
istics is not necessary to obtain accurate free-energy statistics
(as demonstrated below in the case of MCP). In the Ad-AMD
protocol, one of the acceleration parameters, !, is held fixed
and the other, Eb, is adapted as a function of the reaction coor-
dinate using the approximate representation of the true poten-
tial energy, V("), to obtain the desired, predefined modified
potential, V*("). The functional form for Eb(") is obtained
by simply rearranging Eq. (2) as
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struction of a compensating function, known as the umbrella,
which is added to the true potential energy function in order
to bias the sampling to a particular set of conformations.
However, construction of the umbrella requires prior knowl-
edge of the conformations of interest.

Alternatively, we sought to develop a molecular dynam-
ics approach based on earlier work by Voter9,10 that simulates
infrequent events of molecular systems without any advance
knowledge of the location of either the potential energy wells
or barriers. Voter9,10 recently proposed a hyperdynamics
method to speed up molecular dynamics simulations by al-
tering the amount of computational time systems spend in
potential energy minima in order to be able to move over
potential barriers and study long-time behavior of systems.
The scheme modifies the potential energy surface, V(r), by
adding a bias potential, !V(r), to the true potential such that
the potential surfaces near the minima are raised and those
near the barrier or saddle point are left unaffected. Statistics
sampled on the biased potential are then corrected to remove
the effect of the bias. In Voter’s implementation of the bias
potential, the Hessian matrix is diagonalized at each step, so
that the transition state regions can be identified, thus limit-
ing its use to small systems because of its computational
cost. Alternatively, a prescription for a simple bias potential
was proposed by Steiner et al.16 and later used by Rahman
and Tully17 in which the bias potential is chosen such that the
resulting modified potentials around the minima are constant
if the unmodified potential falls below a certain value. There-
fore, this simple definition of the bias potential does not re-
quire the diagonalization of the Hessian matrix at each step,
and hence made it possible for it to be applied to larger
systems. In this paper, we present a robust way of altering
the potential energy landscape that is straightforward, pre-
serves the underlying shape of the potential energy surface,
and allows for the simulation to be extended to larger mo-
lecular systems, like proteins. We show that our approach
accurately and efficiently explores conformational space
with improved sampling and converges to the correct canoni-
cal probability distribution.

THEORY

The general idea behind the accelerated molecular dy-
namics scheme is depicted in Fig. 1. A continuous non-
negative bias boost potential function !V(r) is defined such
that when the true potential V(r) is below a certain chosen
value E, the boost energy, the simulation is performed on the
modified potential V*(r)!V(r)"!V(r), represented using
dashed lines, and when V(r) is greater than E, the simulation
is performed on the true potential V*(r)!V(r). This leads
to an enhanced escape rate for V*(r). The modified potential
V*(r) is related to the true potential, bias potential, and
boost energy by

V*"r#!! V"r#, V"r#$E ,
V"r#"!V"r#, V"r##E .

"1#

During normal molecular dynamics simulations of biological
molecules on the unmodified potential surface, the systems
extensively sample conformations around a local minimum

without adequately sampling conformations elsewhere on the
potential energy surface. Therefore, the primary goal of this
work is to develop a method for large biological systems that
is capable of accelerating the state to state evolution of a
system relative to normal molecular dynamics. The bias po-
tential increases the escape rate of the system from potential
basins, and the subsequent state to state evolution of the
system on the modified potential occurs at an accelerated rate
with a nonlinear time scale of !t*, where

!t i*!!te%!V&r" t i#'. "2#

This allows us to advance the clock at each step depending
on the strength of !V(r), where !t is the actual time step of
the simulation on the unmodified potential. Hence, the total
estimated simulation time becomes a statistical property and
is given by Eqs. "3# and "4#,

t*!(
i

N

!t i*!!t(
i

N

e%!V&r" t i#', "3#

t*!t)e%!V&r" t i#'*, "4#

where N is the total number of molecular dynamics steps
carried out during the whole simulation, and )e%!V&r(t i)'* is
termed the boost factor. The boost factor is a measure of the
extent to which the simulation has been accelerated. At each
step, the time step, !t*, is nonlinearly dependent on the
value of the bias potential, !V(r). It follows from Eq. "2#
that !t*!!t when the system is on the true potential, V(r),
that is when !V(r)!0. If the choice of the boost energy E is
very high, then the boost factor will be very large, leading to
noisy statistics because the wells would not be sampled suf-
ficiently. However, correct statistics will be obtained after
many transitions and adequate sampling of the potential en-
ergy wells.

Furthermore, it is important that this method yields cor-
rect canonical averages of an observable A(r), so that ther-
modynamics and other equilibrium properties can be accu-
rately determined from accelerated MD simulations. The
equilibrium ensemble average value of any observable A(r)
on the normal potential V(r) is given by

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the normal potential, the biased poten-
tial, and the threshold boost energy, E.
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!A"!
# drA$r%e"&V$r%

# dr e"&V$r%
. $5%

Similarly, the ensemble average value of any observable
A(r) taken on the modified potential can be written as

!A*"!
# drA$r%e"&V*$r%

# dr e"&V*$r%
, $6%

substituting for V*(r), we get

!A*"!
# drA$r%e"&V$r%"&'V$r%

# dr e"&V$r%"&'V$r%
. $7%

Reweighting the phase space of the modified potential by
multiplying each configuration by the strength of the bias at
each position, we obtain Eqs. $8% and $9%, the corrected en-
semble average, which is equivalent to the equilibrium ob-
servable of A(r) on the normal potential,

!AC"!
# drA$r%e"&V$r%"&'V$r%e&'V$r%

# dr e"&V$r%"&'V$r%e&'V$r%
, $8%

!AC"!
# drA$r%e"&V$r%

# dr e"&V$r%
!!A". $9%

Therefore, it can be seen that the accelerated molecular dy-
namics simulation method converges to the canonical distri-
bution, and the corrected canonical ensemble average of the
system is obtained by simply reweighting each point in the
configuration phase space on the modified potential by the
strength of the Boltzmann factor of the bias energy,
e&'V(r(t i)), at that particular point. When the system is on the
normal potential, the bias is zero.

Various approaches on how to define the bias potential,
'V(r), have been studied.13,14,18,19 The bias or boost poten-
tial, 'V(r), was defined as E"V(r) by Rahman and Tully,
such that the modified potential becomes V*(r)!E , and
hence a flat modified potential surface around the wells that
they termed ‘‘puddles.’’ This implementation is very simple
and computationally inexpensive, because the force on the
‘‘puddle’’ is zero. However, there are some problems associ-
ated with this choice; the derivatives of the potential,
dV(r)/dr, are discontinuous at points where the unmodified
potential, V(r), merges with the modified potential, V*(r),
that is where V(r)!E . Therefore, Rahman and Tully de-
vised a special integration technique used to traverse points
where V(r)!E , which subsequently reduces the gain in
computational efficiency. Also, at high values of the boost
energy, E, the flat modified potential energy surface is raised
above most transition state regions. The majority of the po-
tential energy surface becomes flat, and the system experi-
ences a random walk. Under these conditions, the system
converges very slowly.

In contrast to the flat ‘‘puddles’’ employed by Rahman
and Tully to fill energy minima, we propose a modification
of the potential energy surface more akin to snow drifts. Our
‘‘snow drifts’’ smooth the landscape by filling minima, but
maintain the underlying shape of the unmodified potential
energy surface and merge smoothly with the original poten-

tial at the threshold ‘‘boost energy’’ value E. Therefore, we
have implemented a bias potential where 'V(r) is chosen
such that the derivative of V*(r) has no discontinuity, and
the modified potential reproduces the shape of the minima
even at high value of E. The choice of 'V(r) is given by

'V$r%!
$E"V$r%%2

*#$E"V$r%%
, $10%

where * is a tuning parameter that determines how deep we
want the modified potential energy basin to be. When * is
zero, the modified potential is flat, V*(r)!E , and equivalent
to that adopted by Rahman and Tully.

Selection of E and * is important to the method and
determines how aggressively the molecular dynamics will be
accelerated. Therefore, we have suggested appropriate
choices of E and * by examining the effect of our bias po-
tential on a hypothetical one-dimensional energy function at
various values of E and * as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. One
prescription for choosing E is that it should be greater than
the minimum of V(r), Vmin , near the starting structure. If E
is less than Vmin , then the simulation will always be per-
formed on the true potential which is simply a normal MD
simulation. Furthermore, since large molecule tend to have
multiple minima very close together, we suggest calculating
an average potential energy, !V(r(t i))", on the true potential
over a short period of time starting with the initial structure,
and using that as the minimum, Vmin . At low values of E as
represented by the potential energy profiles presented in Fig.
2, the modified potential falls below most of the transition

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of a hypothetical potential energy function
and several bias potentials plotted at various values of a, and at a relative
low value of the threshold boost energy, E.

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of a hypothetical potential energy function
and several bias potentials plotted at various values of a, and at a relative
high value of the threshold boost energy, E.
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struction of a compensating function, known as the umbrella,
which is added to the true potential energy function in order
to bias the sampling to a particular set of conformations.
However, construction of the umbrella requires prior knowl-
edge of the conformations of interest.

Alternatively, we sought to develop a molecular dynam-
ics approach based on earlier work by Voter9,10 that simulates
infrequent events of molecular systems without any advance
knowledge of the location of either the potential energy wells
or barriers. Voter9,10 recently proposed a hyperdynamics
method to speed up molecular dynamics simulations by al-
tering the amount of computational time systems spend in
potential energy minima in order to be able to move over
potential barriers and study long-time behavior of systems.
The scheme modifies the potential energy surface, V(r), by
adding a bias potential, !V(r), to the true potential such that
the potential surfaces near the minima are raised and those
near the barrier or saddle point are left unaffected. Statistics
sampled on the biased potential are then corrected to remove
the effect of the bias. In Voter’s implementation of the bias
potential, the Hessian matrix is diagonalized at each step, so
that the transition state regions can be identified, thus limit-
ing its use to small systems because of its computational
cost. Alternatively, a prescription for a simple bias potential
was proposed by Steiner et al.16 and later used by Rahman
and Tully17 in which the bias potential is chosen such that the
resulting modified potentials around the minima are constant
if the unmodified potential falls below a certain value. There-
fore, this simple definition of the bias potential does not re-
quire the diagonalization of the Hessian matrix at each step,
and hence made it possible for it to be applied to larger
systems. In this paper, we present a robust way of altering
the potential energy landscape that is straightforward, pre-
serves the underlying shape of the potential energy surface,
and allows for the simulation to be extended to larger mo-
lecular systems, like proteins. We show that our approach
accurately and efficiently explores conformational space
with improved sampling and converges to the correct canoni-
cal probability distribution.

THEORY

The general idea behind the accelerated molecular dy-
namics scheme is depicted in Fig. 1. A continuous non-
negative bias boost potential function !V(r) is defined such
that when the true potential V(r) is below a certain chosen
value E, the boost energy, the simulation is performed on the
modified potential V*(r)!V(r)"!V(r), represented using
dashed lines, and when V(r) is greater than E, the simulation
is performed on the true potential V*(r)!V(r). This leads
to an enhanced escape rate for V*(r). The modified potential
V*(r) is related to the true potential, bias potential, and
boost energy by

V*"r#!! V"r#, V"r#$E ,
V"r#"!V"r#, V"r##E .

"1#

During normal molecular dynamics simulations of biological
molecules on the unmodified potential surface, the systems
extensively sample conformations around a local minimum

without adequately sampling conformations elsewhere on the
potential energy surface. Therefore, the primary goal of this
work is to develop a method for large biological systems that
is capable of accelerating the state to state evolution of a
system relative to normal molecular dynamics. The bias po-
tential increases the escape rate of the system from potential
basins, and the subsequent state to state evolution of the
system on the modified potential occurs at an accelerated rate
with a nonlinear time scale of !t*, where

!t i*!!te%!V&r" t i#'. "2#

This allows us to advance the clock at each step depending
on the strength of !V(r), where !t is the actual time step of
the simulation on the unmodified potential. Hence, the total
estimated simulation time becomes a statistical property and
is given by Eqs. "3# and "4#,

t*!(
i

N

!t i*!!t(
i

N

e%!V&r" t i#', "3#

t*!t)e%!V&r" t i#'*, "4#

where N is the total number of molecular dynamics steps
carried out during the whole simulation, and )e%!V&r(t i)'* is
termed the boost factor. The boost factor is a measure of the
extent to which the simulation has been accelerated. At each
step, the time step, !t*, is nonlinearly dependent on the
value of the bias potential, !V(r). It follows from Eq. "2#
that !t*!!t when the system is on the true potential, V(r),
that is when !V(r)!0. If the choice of the boost energy E is
very high, then the boost factor will be very large, leading to
noisy statistics because the wells would not be sampled suf-
ficiently. However, correct statistics will be obtained after
many transitions and adequate sampling of the potential en-
ergy wells.

Furthermore, it is important that this method yields cor-
rect canonical averages of an observable A(r), so that ther-
modynamics and other equilibrium properties can be accu-
rately determined from accelerated MD simulations. The
equilibrium ensemble average value of any observable A(r)
on the normal potential V(r) is given by

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the normal potential, the biased poten-
tial, and the threshold boost energy, E.
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!A"!
# drA$r%e"&V$r%

# dr e"&V$r%
. $5%

Similarly, the ensemble average value of any observable
A(r) taken on the modified potential can be written as

!A*"!
# drA$r%e"&V*$r%

# dr e"&V*$r%
, $6%

substituting for V*(r), we get

!A*"!
# drA$r%e"&V$r%"&'V$r%

# dr e"&V$r%"&'V$r%
. $7%

Reweighting the phase space of the modified potential by
multiplying each configuration by the strength of the bias at
each position, we obtain Eqs. $8% and $9%, the corrected en-
semble average, which is equivalent to the equilibrium ob-
servable of A(r) on the normal potential,

!AC"!
# drA$r%e"&V$r%"&'V$r%e&'V$r%

# dr e"&V$r%"&'V$r%e&'V$r%
, $8%

!AC"!
# drA$r%e"&V$r%

# dr e"&V$r%
!!A". $9%

Therefore, it can be seen that the accelerated molecular dy-
namics simulation method converges to the canonical distri-
bution, and the corrected canonical ensemble average of the
system is obtained by simply reweighting each point in the
configuration phase space on the modified potential by the
strength of the Boltzmann factor of the bias energy,
e&'V(r(t i)), at that particular point. When the system is on the
normal potential, the bias is zero.

Various approaches on how to define the bias potential,
'V(r), have been studied.13,14,18,19 The bias or boost poten-
tial, 'V(r), was defined as E"V(r) by Rahman and Tully,
such that the modified potential becomes V*(r)!E , and
hence a flat modified potential surface around the wells that
they termed ‘‘puddles.’’ This implementation is very simple
and computationally inexpensive, because the force on the
‘‘puddle’’ is zero. However, there are some problems associ-
ated with this choice; the derivatives of the potential,
dV(r)/dr, are discontinuous at points where the unmodified
potential, V(r), merges with the modified potential, V*(r),
that is where V(r)!E . Therefore, Rahman and Tully de-
vised a special integration technique used to traverse points
where V(r)!E , which subsequently reduces the gain in
computational efficiency. Also, at high values of the boost
energy, E, the flat modified potential energy surface is raised
above most transition state regions. The majority of the po-
tential energy surface becomes flat, and the system experi-
ences a random walk. Under these conditions, the system
converges very slowly.

In contrast to the flat ‘‘puddles’’ employed by Rahman
and Tully to fill energy minima, we propose a modification
of the potential energy surface more akin to snow drifts. Our
‘‘snow drifts’’ smooth the landscape by filling minima, but
maintain the underlying shape of the unmodified potential
energy surface and merge smoothly with the original poten-

tial at the threshold ‘‘boost energy’’ value E. Therefore, we
have implemented a bias potential where 'V(r) is chosen
such that the derivative of V*(r) has no discontinuity, and
the modified potential reproduces the shape of the minima
even at high value of E. The choice of 'V(r) is given by

'V$r%!
$E"V$r%%2

*#$E"V$r%%
, $10%

where * is a tuning parameter that determines how deep we
want the modified potential energy basin to be. When * is
zero, the modified potential is flat, V*(r)!E , and equivalent
to that adopted by Rahman and Tully.

Selection of E and * is important to the method and
determines how aggressively the molecular dynamics will be
accelerated. Therefore, we have suggested appropriate
choices of E and * by examining the effect of our bias po-
tential on a hypothetical one-dimensional energy function at
various values of E and * as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. One
prescription for choosing E is that it should be greater than
the minimum of V(r), Vmin , near the starting structure. If E
is less than Vmin , then the simulation will always be per-
formed on the true potential which is simply a normal MD
simulation. Furthermore, since large molecule tend to have
multiple minima very close together, we suggest calculating
an average potential energy, !V(r(t i))", on the true potential
over a short period of time starting with the initial structure,
and using that as the minimum, Vmin . At low values of E as
represented by the potential energy profiles presented in Fig.
2, the modified potential falls below most of the transition

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of a hypothetical potential energy function
and several bias potentials plotted at various values of a, and at a relative
low value of the threshold boost energy, E.

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of a hypothetical potential energy function
and several bias potentials plotted at various values of a, and at a relative
high value of the threshold boost energy, E.
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80, 90, and 100, and 20, 30, and 40 kcal/mol, respectively.
The simulations were carried out at 800 K, so that we could
achieve convergence and ensure transitions over high poten-
tial energy barriers. Each simulation was carried out over
5!107 steps of MD simulation !equivalent to 0.1 "s of nor-
mal MD simulation#, and snapshots were collected for analy-
sis every 50 steps.

The conformational free energy plots shown as a func-
tion of backbone torsional angles are depicted in Fig. 5. The
plot of the normal MD simulation represented in Fig. 5!a#
shows that the alpha-helical region with the broadest energy
minimum, where $ is less than 0 and % is between 0 and
"60, is strongly populated when compared to other regions.
Figures 5!b#, 5!c#, and 5!d# show the free energy plot as a
function of the backbone torsional angles of the three accel-
erated molecular dynamics simulation as ED is increased
from 80 to 100 kcal/mol. Also, it can be seen that the plots of
the accelerated MD simulations shown are quite similar to
that of the normal MD simulation in Fig. 5!a#. Therefore, it
can be inferred that our approach leads to the proper calcu-

lation of the canonical distribution after reweighting of the
conformational space, and that the potential energy wells are
accurately sampled for the accelerated MD simulations.

As previously discussed, the choice of & is very impor-
tant in preserving the underlying shape of the potential en-
ergy surface at high value of ED , so that the potential energy
wells can be adequately sampled, as can be seen for a rela-
tively high value of ED in Fig. 5!d#. In order to thoroughly
investigate the effect of & on the shape of the underlying
potential energy landscape and the implication on the statis-
tics generated, two additional sets of four accelerated MD
simulations were carried out with varying values of & while
keeping ED constant at a relatively high value of 100 kcal/
mol and low value of 80 kcal/mol. At a relatively high value
of ED and high values of &, Fig. 6!a#, the plot is very similar
to that of the normal MD simulation and represents the cor-
rect distribution of blocked dipeptide alanine. However, as &
is decreased, the statistics generated become noisy and give
rise to a spotty density plot 'Fig. 6!d#(. The noisy statistics at
high ED and low & are due to the modified potential energy
landscape becoming quite flat and isoenergetic !Fig. 3#. On
this flat, isoenergetic potential surface, alanine dipeptide ex-
periences a random walk and does not properly sample the
potential energy minima. The potential energy minima are
not well defined on the flat modified potential surface, and
the statistics are dominated by a few heavily weighted
points.

On the other hand, when ED is relatively low as shown
in Fig. 2, the reweighted probability distributions for several
values of & !high and low# converge to the correct canonical
distribution !Fig. 7# and are quite similar to that of the nor-

FIG. 4. Alanine dipeptide.

FIG. 5. Backbone torsional angles of
blocked alanine dipeptide shown as
free energy plots !kcal/mol# for the
normal MD simulation and several ac-
celerated MD simulations at various
values of ED . Darker regions indicate
potential energy wells and are heavily
sampled.
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On the other hand, when ED is relatively low as shown
in Fig. 2, the reweighted probability distributions for several
values of & !high and low# converge to the correct canonical
distribution !Fig. 7# and are quite similar to that of the nor-

FIG. 4. Alanine dipeptide.

FIG. 5. Backbone torsional angles of
blocked alanine dipeptide shown as
free energy plots !kcal/mol# for the
normal MD simulation and several ac-
celerated MD simulations at various
values of ED . Darker regions indicate
potential energy wells and are heavily
sampled.
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Fig. 4: Schematischer Aufbau einer organischen Solarzelle (links), Foto einer organischen 
Solarzelle (Mitte), Entwicklung der Effizienz org. Solarzellen (rechts). 

Fig. 5: Absorptionsspektren verschiedener 
organischer Moleküle im Vergleich zum 
Sonnenspekrum. [Prof. Dr. C. Denz, 
Angewandte Physik] 

Fig. 6: Mögliche Bausteine von organischen Solarzellen. 

Fig. 7: Multiskalensimulation der Struktur einer organischen Solarzelle  

Fig. 8: Schematische Potentialflächen: 
Original (schwarz) und modifiziert (rot). 

Beschleunigung: 

Fig. 9: Einfluß des 
Beschleunigungsparameters α 
auf die modifizierte 
Potentialfläche 

Fig. 10: Freie Energiefläche eines Dipeptids aus einer beschleunigten Simulation 

Fig. 11: Cis und 
trans Isomere von 
Azobenzol. Durch 
Lichteinstrahlung 
kann Arbeit 
verrichtet werden. 

Fig. 12: Simulation lichtinduzierter 
Phasenübergänge in einem Azobenzol-
Flüssigkristall  

Fig. 13: Makroskopische lichtinduzierte 
Veränderungen in einem Azo-Material.  

Fig. 14: Optomechanisches Schalten von 
Azobenzol in einem molekularen Bruchkontakt 
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